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Executive summary
COVID-19 brought the world to a halt in 2020, forcing organizations everywhere to make sweeping
changes to their operating environments and the cybersecurity tools and policies that protect them.
Through all this change, one theme remains constant: the cybersecurity skills gap and talent shortage
continue to challenge hiring managers in their efforts to fill open roles. To better understand why this
challenge persists and how cyber talent recruiting, hiring and retention strategies shifted in the past
year, Infosec surveyed over 1,500 IT and security hiring managers in August 2021.
Like the original 2020 IT & Security Talent Pipeline Study1, this year’s report analyzes employer
emphasis on candidate skills, experience, degrees and certifications — and compares their responses
to how they assess their own ability to fill open cyber roles. New in 2021, the report goes deeper to
explore how commitments to talent diversity, cyber role clarity and career pathing drive recruiting
success.
While nearly all survey respondents (92%) reported challenges filling open cyber positions, hiring
managers at organizations experiencing recruiting success were:
 46% less likely than their less successful counterparts to report market-competitive employee
compensation as a hiring challenge
 44% more likely to consider candidates with no previous experience
 37% more likely to actively recruit diverse candidates
 67% more likely to report well-defined cyber roles
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Survey methodology
The 2021 IT & Security Talent Pipeline Study surveyed over 1,500 IT and security hiring managers from
the U.S. and Canada about their cyber talent recruitment and retention strategies. Participants were
sourced from a variety of industries and organization sizes to ensure a representative dataset. Data
was collected in August 2021 and includes responses to questions previously asked in the 2020 study
to facilitate year-over-year trend analysis. The project was funded by Infosec Institute and authored by
Megan Sawle, Infosec’s VP Research and Marketing.
Industry participation
Consumer Services

Organization size
14.2%

225

Construction

10.2%

161

Business Services

9.5%

150

Education

9.4%

148

Media & Internet

7.9%

124

Manufacturing

120

7.6%

Technology

119

7.5%

Agriculture

3.2%

50

Government (Federal, State or Local)

2.5%

40

Legal

2.0%

31

Hospitality

26

1.7%

Minerals & Mining

25

1.6%

Healthcare

22

Other

21

Retail

16

Military & Defense

15
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1,001-5,000 staff
21%

4.9%

77

Insurance

Transportation

6.4%

101

Finance

1-500 staff
29%

6.5%

102

Energy, Utilities & Waste

5,001+ staff
15%

501-1,000 staff
35%

1.4%
1.3%
1.0%
1.0%

0.4%

The cyber skills shortage spares no one
The 2021 labor market is extremely competitive, and the cybersecurity industry is no exception. Of the
1,500 hiring managers surveyed in the 2021 IT & Security Talent Pipeline Study, 92% report they are
regularly challenged to find qualified candidates for open roles — a significant 23% increase from 2020
(Figure 1).
Interestingly, organizations that report satisfaction with recruiting efforts are more likely to
acknowledge the cyber talent shortage as a driver of hiring challenges when compared to their less

Figure 1: Everyone
faces hiring
challenges
92% of participants
report they are regularly
challenged to find qualified
candidates for open IT/
security roles, up from 73%
of participants reporting
challenges in 2020.
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successful counterparts. Furthermore, when evaluating responses from those who struggle to fill open
positions, a surprising year-over-year trend emerges:
 In 2020, just 7% of organizations from this cohort challenged the validity of the cyber talent
shortage.
 In 2021, this statistic increased to 46% — a 147% increase from 2020.
Like many business challenges, identifying effective solutions starts with understanding the causeand-effect relationships of market drivers. This suggests hiring managers who recognize the labormarket impacts of the cyber talent shortage have more success overcoming related challenges like
non-competitive compensation and restrictive job requirements. What follows are five research-backed
recommendations hiring managers can take now to bridge the skills gap at their own organizations.

1. Boost hiring success with market-competitive compensation
When asked to share hiring challenges beyond the talent shortage, organizations struggling to fill open
roles were more likely to report issues like high salary requirements and non-competitive benefits.
This same group was also less likely to report challenges with candidates meeting skill, education or
certification requirements (see Figure 2). Presumably, those struggling to fill open positions have fewer
challenges finding qualified candidates but more challenges meeting their compensation expectations.
Because the study found organizations with fewer than 500 employees were less likely to report hiring
challenges overall, the data suggest larger organizations struggling to fill roles should consider better
aligning compensation packages to market demand to help recruit qualified talent.

2. Remove unnecessary experience requirements
Nearly a decade-long cybersecurity talent shortage has led to countless studies and discussions around
what hiring managers can do to effectively fill open roles. Removing or reducing candidate experience
requirements is one solution to widening the cyber talent pool, but it’s not without risk. Inexperienced
candidates require on-the-job mentoring and training to avoid what are often high-impact, expensive

Figure 2: Reported hiring challenges (multiselect)
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mistakes. However, unfilled positions leave
organizations vulnerable to cyber threats, driving
many hiring managers to loosen experience
requirements and explore investments into
reskilling or upskilling programs.
Findings from the 2021 IT & Security Talent
Pipeline Study confirm this trend, revealing
organizations reporting recruiting success are
44% more likely to consider candidates with no
previous experience for open cyber roles (Figure
3). They also hire inexperienced candidates more
often than their less successful counterparts.
In the past 12 months, 54% of successful hiring
managers filled more than a quarter of open
roles with inexperienced candidates compared to
just 37% of those who struggle (Figure 4).

3. Bridge the gap with diverse
candidates

Rethink experience
requirements
Organizations reporting recruiting
success are 44% more likely to consider
candidates with no previous experience
for open cyber roles.

Figure 3: Organizations regularly
considering inexperienced candidates
Unsuccessfully
filling roles

39%

Multiple studies detail the business benefits
of a diverse workforce. These include boosting
employee engagement2, fostering innovation3
and increasing team performance2 by 50%. In a
field facing business-critical staffing shortages,
benefits of this magnitude cannot be ignored.
In cybersecurity specifically, where much of the
work focuses on predicting, outsmarting and
outmaneuvering the adversary, diverse talent
is also better equipped to combat a similarly
diverse threat landscape.
Jane Frankland, cybersecurity leader and author,
summarizes this advantage best4: “Attackers are
varied. They don’t all have the same profiles.
They come from many different backgrounds,
parts of the world and have varied experiences
and perspectives. And in order to defend we
need to mirror them. We need our people to
look just like those who are attacking us. That
way we’re not blindsided. That way we stand a
chance at being able to spot threats and develop
solutions to counter our attackers faster and
more adequately.”
To evaluate progress in this important area,
the 2021 IT & Security Talent Pipeline Study
compared employer focus on diversity in the
recruiting process with their ability to fill open
cyber roles. 80% of respondents reporting hiring
success agree their organization takes active
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measures to recruit diverse candidates, compared to just 55% of their less successful counterparts.
Unsurprisingly, these same hiring managers place diverse candidates into cyber roles at higher rates
(Figure 5).
The study also asked participants to estimate the percentage of women, BIPOC, neurodiverse and
LGBTQ+ candidates placed into cyber roles over the past 12 months. Hiring managers reporting
success filling open roles were more likely to hire diverse candidates across all four groups, again
reinforcing the benefits of diversifying the cyber talent pool in the quest to close the skills gap.

4. Look beyond traditional success signals
Cybersecurity roles and career paths are far from traditional. Yet many hiring managers continue to
lean on traditional requirements like four-year degrees and prior experience to screen candidates for
open roles. While a college degree and proven experience in a similar position are helpful signals for
hiring managers, they further narrow an already constrained cyber talent pipeline. To identify potential
alternative attributes, the 2021 IT & Security Talent Pipeline Study asked hiring managers to rate the
importance of a variety of candidate attributes, including:
 College degree
 IT/security certifications
 Previous success in a similar IT/security role
 Technical skills that meet or exceed role requirements
 Communication skills
 Leadership skills
 Adaptability and willingness to learn
 Logical reasoning and problem solving
 Cultural fit

Diversify your
cyber talent
pipeline
80% of successful
hiring managers agree
their organization
actively recruits
diverse candidates.
They also place diverse
candidates into cyber
roles at higher rates.

Figure 5: Hiring managers filling roles with
diverse candidates (past 12 mos)
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When comparing ratings from successful hiring
managers to those that struggle, the data
shows successful hiring managers place greater
emphasis on attributes like leadership skills,
certifications and communication skills (Figure
6). This is significant because as cyber roles
change alongside technology and organizational
needs, the need for skills like communication
and leadership increases. This is especially true
as teams push to link cyber threats to business
risk and elevate cybersecurity as a strategic
business investment. While none of these are
direct replacements for proven prior experience,
the data suggests they should not be overlooked
when evaluating candidates.

Figure 6: Don’t forget the
non-technical skills
Successful hiring managers place more value
on candidate attributes like communication
and leadership skills.

5. Clarify cyber roles, career paths
Unsurprisingly, the 2021 IT & Security Talent
Pipeline Study found organizations with welldefined cyber job roles and clear career paths
improve hiring success. Successful hiring
managers were 67% more likely to have welldefined cyber roles (Figure 7) and 15% more likely
to report clearly defined career paths (Figure
8). This finding supports recommendations
from organizations like the National Initiative
for Cybersecurity Education (NICE) which provide resources like the Workforce Framework for
Cybersecurity (NICE Framework) to clarify and standardize the way government, industry and academia
describe cyber work. Aligning position descriptions to industry standards removes ambiguity around
what’s required for success in a cyber role and helps to reduce barriers to entry for new talent. At the
same time, it makes it easier for cyber professionals to understand how to enter the field and grow
throughout their careers.

Hiring managers
reporting recruiting
success were 67%
more likely to have
well-defined cyber
roles and 15% more
likely to report
clearly defined
career paths.

Figure 8: Organizations with
clearly defined cyber career
paths

Figure 7: Cyber role clarity
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This data validates findings from the 2021 Cybersecurity Role & Career Path Clarity Study5, which
revealed NICE Framework adoption drove a 57% increase in cybersecurity recruiting satisfaction. When
asked what resources hiring managers use to create cyber job descriptions, the NICE Framework
was a top choice among successful hiring managers in the 2021 IT & Security Talent Pipeline Study.
This was especially interesting when analyzed alongside other resources used during this process.
While successful hiring managers do well when referencing existing job descriptions to build new
descriptions, unsuccessful hiring managers do not. It seems in the absence of role clarity — and likely,
a lack of NICE Framework adoption — ambiguity compounds when cyber roles lack clarity to begin with.
Resources used to create cyber job descriptions (multiselect)
Successfully filling roles Unsuccessfully filling roles
NICE Framework
45%
25%
DoDD 8570 / 8140

19%

22%

DoD Cyber Workforce Framework

28%

32%

Similar job descriptions from sites like Indeed

14%

10%

Existing job descriptions

51%

31%

Internal stakeholders

35%

27%

Conclusion
For the second year in a row, the 2021 IT & Security Talent Pipeline Study confirms the cyber skills
gap and talent shortage are both pervasive and widespread. While nearly all organizations struggle to
recruit cyber talent, the study reveals practical strategies hiring managers can explore now to widen
their talent pipelines and fill open roles:
 Assess your organization’s market competitiveness to ensure compensation aligns with demand
 Hire and support inexperienced candidates with reskilling, upskilling and mentoring programs
 Implement recruiting and hiring initiatives to diversify talent pools and increase team performance
 Include non-technical skills like communication and leadership in the candidate interview process
 Remove ambiguity by clarifying cyber roles and career paths with tools like the NICE Framework
Focusing on strategies like these that widen and diversify cyber talent pipelines allows hiring managers
to take a full-funnel approach to optimize their recruiting tactics. This includes driving better results at
all stages of the talent management lifecycle to attract a larger cyber talent pool, support and develop
employees throughout their careers and drive increases in both team engagement and performance.
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Infosec believes knowledge is power when fighting cybercrime. We
help IT and security professionals advance their careers with skills
development and certifications while empowering all employees with
security awareness and privacy training to stay cyber-safe at work
and home. It’s our mission to equip all organizations and individuals
with the know-how and confidence to outsmart cybercrime.
Learn more at infosecinstitute.com.
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